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Dear Fear
By Madison Wright
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Dear Fear,
Why must you exist? I don’t want to be afraid.
Not of dying, not of failure,
Not of you.
Yet you keep me from being my truest self,
From even wanting to explore.
Like a forest floor sprung with bear traps,
No one will dare tread
Upon the beautiful dying leaves
Because of razor sharp terror that lies beneath.
Maybe the idea of pain
Is not the sharpest weapon you draw to torment us with,
But that of the element of surprise.
Blindsided and humiliated.
And if we survive it,
God knows how long it will take to get over
The weeks of self-loathing.
You take shape in a human form,
The ultimate torture,
Full-frontal collisions
Cause people to stay indoors
Shoved in closets,
Jumping at our own reflections when we flip the light switch.
Keep a knife under the pillow.
Bring a baseball bat to answer the door.
Or a gun.

Fear, you are a treacherous snake.
Stealthy and scaly,
Venom stays behind long after the puncture wounds.
But you are also
a brilliant
artist.
You paint the facade that you keep us safe,
When really you are but a danger
to the preservation of beautiful souls.

"Mirrored 1" by Fatima Ptacek
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"A Garden Upon Cement" by Elizabeth Acevedo
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Letter from Sylvester to Flora
By Alexa Greenberg
Dear Flora,
My mind is an ocean. I feel like I am a sole survivor who is drifting through the current. Today, my
tide has peaked. My thoughts feel more submerged into my subconscious. It brings me deja vu. It
brings me old dreams about flying up into the sky. It brings me old nightmares about the dead
coming alive. It makes me think of you, Flora. Flora Moon.
Flora, you are the fish swimming in that ocean. You are the red catfish whose scales look like
watercolor. Red, like your hair. You are the fish that used to blow bubbles when they saw you. The
ones that gathered around the pond to eat the bread crumbs that we brought. The ones that we went
after school to see every day. The ones that got less excited around me when I walked back home,
alone, in a dark afternoon, where the gray clouds sing a ballad. That’s the song I want to sing.
Flora, I do not know how to say goodbye. I will wave my hand to say goodbye, in the most sincere
manner. I will paint you, in the best way I can. I will catch you a fish. I will take care of your cat.
Now the tide lowers, yet I am still stuck in the current. A wave rolls towards me roughly, as if I were
to lose balance. It’s like I’m falling, yet the fish remind me that I am alright, that it is okay to fall
sometimes, that, dead or alive, someone will fall with you. Friend or foe. Lover or enemy. Someone
will go through the ups and downs with you. And that’s how I felt with you, until you passed.
Sincerely,
Sylvester Woodson
7

advice for a better tomorrow
By Stephanie Cobas
drag the pen across the paper,
the body across the finish line.
don't stop, don’t stop till it's over.
sift through alternate versions of the self
& pick the one that’s best coordinating with the outfit.
recall that summer you all sat in a chain of plastic lawn chairs, the sun having long
deserted you to the coolness of distant stars until you’re left shivering
with smoke-heavy t's, new memories, and watery orange soda as the sole remnants.
laugh.
take two steps back and zero forward. now:
shuffle sideways. skip, crawl, run, Go.
collect 200, please.
the best part of today has yet to arrive; remember:
always look your best for any present.
sometime, i’ll show you to the bus stop on the left side of the orange road,
under the rickety old jello bridge,
behind the corner store of 149th st and i’ll need you
to Go there.
i'll meet you there,
yeah?
8

"Taste Test" by Zoe Pipa
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They Say the Sun Will Still Rise Tomorrow
By Elizabeth Acevedo
I hear words from the white man’s lips say, “the sun will still rise tomorrow.” But they do not hear
the the black man cry, “the sun will not shine in my shadow.” They do not hear the latino man cry, “we
share the same sun, why can’t I stay beneath it?” They do not hear the two lovers that weep, “but the sun
should love all those who love.” They do not see the young girl put on, again, her sunglasses.
Yes, the sun will still shine tomorrow, but half our nation will not. Leaves will still fall, but with
them, our people too. The sidewalks will be the same sidewalks, but the shoes of the white man will dig a
little deeper into the pavement, will press their footprints a little harder into our roads.
It has been asked, “what to the [...] slave is the Fourth of July?” And I ask you then, what to the
colored, to complex lover, to the little girl, to the capable woman is this America? It is the home of the
white man who sits in a white house. It is the home of white fences and locked doors.
I want so badly to feel the pain of those who sit in the basement. I want to feel the weight of those
who sit upon them. I want to shed forty-two million black tears. I want to shout fifty-five million hispanic
cries. I want to weep ten and a half million times for the lovers who kiss with similar lips. I want to hear
the whimpers of a child losing her mother to border laws. I want to hear the taunts of pale fingers pointed
at dark skins. I want to know what it’s like to live in a world against you living in it. I want empathy as
thin and clear as the water we all share, as the glass it comes from. I want no longer to watch our people
suffer. I do not want to take my freedoms for granted. I do not want to feel like a thief of those not
granted to others.
I cannot paint my skin or choose who I love, but I am a girl. And for seventeen years I have
watched a man stand in front of our red and white stripes. I have seen men fill up the jobs I wish could
someday be mine, jobs that ‘are not a lady’s work.’ I have sat silently, biting my tongue, because I know my
word bears less weight that of a man’s. I sit as they stand. I hear my name turn into ‘sweet thing,’ ‘sugar,’
‘babydoll,’ and ‘whore’ as I walk the streets. I see my body turn into an invitation. I watch my sisters be
groped, attacked, and abused. I see my strength fall to feathers at the feet of men. When did being a girl
become a burden? Why must I bare my sexuality like a pair of handcuffs? Men can stride along our
10

sidewalks in the day and in the night. But I, a girl, scared, can only tred them when the sun rises, and I,
along with all the others of tied hands and heavy shadows, must keep waiting beneath umbrellas for a
tomorrow that will bring a brighter sun.

"Untitled" by Matthew Thaxton
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"Sisterhood" by Mercer Pipa
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To the Sweet Monsters under My Bed
By Adelaide Selch
I used to dream of you. Sad dreams, angry dreams, frightened dreams, painful dreams, but never
happy dreams. That’s the thing - you were never anything but terrifying to me. Yet, I loved you. I loved
waking up in the morning and knowing that I had fallen asleep the night before, whimpering beneath my
blanket tent. I loved the pounding in my ears when I sat bolt upright at 2 in the morning, but was too
afraid to get out of bed. I loved seeing you opening your doors in the wall to come and haunt me for
another day beneath my eyelids. But more than I loved any of those feelings, I missed you when you were
gone.
I hardly remember when you stopped coming to visit. When your expeditions across the mountains
and valley etched into my comforter came to a close. When your doors were sealed and your tunnels
crumbled. I don't remember when, and I don't remember how, but I do remember that I knew I wasn’t
alone. You and your adorable yet terrifyingly gleaming eyes, white like the moon, glimmering like a lake.
You had once seemed mysterious and dreadful, but when it was not you who haunted my dreams, I
wished you would come back.
I’m not sad to say I don't miss you any longer. The other awful creatures that came to suck the life
out of me haven’t left either, but I can see their caves crumbling, slowly, but surely. They will never go
away, for just as my baby teeth fell out, you have fallen out too. No matter how much it might hurt to
grow new teeth, it is necessary, whether or not it causes me suffering.
Did you wake me up purposefully? Did you mean to disturb my sleep? These new animals don’t
even deserve to be questioned, and why would I waste breath when I am too scared to take more in each
time they are near? These new beasts leave me huddled under my blankets too, but it is a different kind of
dread, a different kind of hopelessness. These are not the sweet monsters I remember. When I wake up in
the middle of the night, questioning the unquestionable, seeking the unanswerable, I don’t feel fear from
underneath - I feel fear all around, and when once I was scared to step upon the ground, now I rush out of
the room, and hide under the sofa cushions, hurt and happy. This is not real happiness, though, this is the
kind of happiness you feel when you are chased by a raging lion out of the forest, and suddenly, you can't
13

see him. You know he is still there, but he has given you temporary hope. You allow yourself a smile, but
even when that tiger is gone, you will never forget him.
Don’t come back you sweet, sweet creatures of slight mischief. You are too young, too innocent and
too hopeful. You only wanted a little fun, but you will no longer find that in me. Haut another child, or
haunt an adult — they will be surprised to learn that their childhood fears never really go away. And it is
true, they never do go away. Here I am writing to you, remembering you, holding on.
As I lay under the covers, stock still, hoping that if I was just out of sight, just out of reach, you
wouldn't come, I whispered softly, “Please don’t come for me please don't come for me please don’t come
for me. Just leave me alone, all alone, please, I won’t hurt you, please please please.”
What my sweet seven-year-old self did not know is that you weren’t coming for me - you were
already here, and you would never leave me alone because you were already a part of me.
Never leave my side, my sweet childhood nightmares. Never leave me stranded without a horrific
thought. Never let me go forth into the world without knowing I can never be happy. But do tell me,
where did this all start?
I miss you and remember to come visit soon.
Your ungrateful yet devout follower,
Lovingly,
The one you forget yet who will never forget you
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"I'll Be Your Mirror" by Mercer Pipa
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Letter to a Lost and Quiet Whisper
By Tallulah Bonay
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A lost and quiet whisper — “So it goes…”
Streaming tears kept from my eyes
Masked face beneath winter clothes
You need them, but I see these lies
Block it all off, and write it all down
Words become blows, and the beat
Erases that perpetual frown
Lose yourself, lie down, take a seat
Your world and mine are intertwined
Like the salty froth on a wave
Or the shadows on Plato’s cave
Wall — together but apart in mind.
Nothing is single, no one is alone:
Body, mind, mother, child, love, pain
Glorious, we fly in the sky — then fall as a stone
We choke, we soar, we write, we die — lost.
Each to a garden, but no fences to keep
Us apart; no straight lines, no borders
Only unkempt plants and forests deep,
Intermingling chaos and disorder.
So we run and we run. Together, apart.
A root makes me stumble
And you catch me by the heart
The best friendships make us humble.
Your smile is fleeting, and your mood
Changes by the hour. Shouts with a glint in your eyes

Warn us of impending doom, who’d
Dare cross that smoldering look without a prize?
You run with me, you fall with me
Your gift to me is such uncertainty
We’ll spin and slide as the sun rises
Together, underneath our guises
Will it get better, who knows?
Except I’m with you, the sun rises, so it goes.

"Cream" by Jane Kaiser
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Drumming on a Throne
By Jaden Schapiro
I thought I could never do it
and learn that fill.
Moving faster and faster,
the metal limbs, barely hanging on
squeaking for relief.
The snare collided with my finger,
the sticks hit the leather.
There was now a hole
where the cross stitch used to be.
Breathe in, and out;
try again.
I sat down, thinking,
sticks off the floor.
The echo of the snare
propelled me forward.
I rocked back and forth
in that seat, wishing
I hadn’t done that.
Glancing at the coffee-stained
paper, pulling the seat
further to the petals.
Try again.
I started, slowly,
until I could understand.
Throne beneath me, I had the
courage.
18

"Champagne Waterfalls" by Sylvie Cohen
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Pushing Through Liminal Spaces
By Tallulah Bonay
There is something inexplicably strange about seeing trains pass by my window every several minutes. It is
not the noise, nor the frequency with which they interrupt the view of my brother Harry’s seat that bothers
me — if it can even be described as bothersome. No, after all, there are also cars and pedestrians that slowly
fade from view under my window sill as well, yet I care not for them. Many of these elements have now
faded into the background for me, already incorporated into ambient noise, like a car honk in New York
City, or the sound of crickets at twilight in the south of France. Visitors might find it infuriatingly
irritating, and will fixate on such sounds because it is not part of their daily environment; yet if they stayed
long enough, in the same manner as bacteria adapting to medicine, they would become immune to it as
well. We are creatures of adaptability after all. The very ability which has made us survive as an inherently
weaker and slower species in a world that is savage and unforgiving is our adaptability. Humanity is
stretched out across the globe, from the biting, bitter reaches of the Himalayas, to the cruel, seemingly
endless expanse of the oceans. There are indeed other animals who can undoubtedly withstand these
extremes better than us, but no other species can accommodate such a wide spectrum of life’s harsh
conditions.
Is there a transport that better exemplifies our long reach across this planet’s nooks and crannies? A car can
achieve much of the same feeling, but not on such a scale, with many dozens of passengers whisked
through cities and landscapes at a greater speed. A plane is very limited in that we see very little. It is a
greater transportation for distances, no doubt, but we are stuck in a tiny space, with only rare blips of
variation in the clouds or ground below us. There is a much less palpable sense of change and exploring
occurring to us at that very moment. Perhaps a ship is as good an embodiment of our strange desire to
seek new horizons, but a train allows for both speed, practicality, and liminality. And this is where the
inexplicably strange feeling that I am struggling to explain comes back into play. To be in a liminal state is
to be in a ambiguous, transitional phase — as when one finds oneself at the threshold of a door. Neither in,
nor out, but teetering at the edge of an imperceptible limit, unsure of which way one will fall. As a species,
including our differently-formed ancestors, in any and all shapes in which they came, we have often found
20

ourselves on this stage of liminality. Once, as evolution tells us, we were creatures of the water, but soon
found ourselves pushed out into a dry, differently unforgiving environment that later would come to be
infinitely more reassuring to us than the thought of dying a barren, oxygenless death. While these trains
may not contain such extreme choices, they are nevertheless constant portals of liminality. The passengers
gazing out at the passing Scottish countryside one minute, and briefly into a window at Brae House in
Edinburgh the other, are churning through states of liminality. They are neither in Edinburgh, nor can it
be said that they never were in Edinburgh, even though many would say that the latter is false. But after
all, someone who walks straight through the city without stopping experiences something similar, only at
a slower pace, and yet we would never say that she never went to Edinburgh.
In every single one of these trains, with every furtive glance out the window, with every prolonged sigh and
listless gaze, with every excited and attentive study from a passenger toward the transient scenery, there is
a new liminal space. And when someone momentarily lays eyes on my specific window, to my own room
in this gorgeous, timeless city, I feel a flicker of kinship that blazes and dissolves just as quickly as it
appeared. It is a reminder that I too am in a liminal space — neither a true resident of this history, nor a
simple passerby in the night — but these trains remind me that every barrier is merely a liminal space that
must be overcome. I find myself at an imperceptible border, unsure of the way I will fall. I know only that I
will fall, and I am confident in my belief that a host of individuals will catch me to soften my fall.
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"Untitled" by Matthew Thaxton
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Dear Subway
By Anthony Moore
You guys always mess up my order
My meatball marinara is in disorder
My sandwich is always cold
I think my ham has some mold
The five dollar footlong isn’t even a foot
The cheese is never cooked
The restaurant is never cleaned
One time in my soda I found a bean
Your commercials make me want to gag
You always forget to give me a bag
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"Home" by Christina Kopecka
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Ceiling Piece
By Jean Li Spencer
Go and sit in the middle of an empty room.
Look up at the ceiling and follow a
flock of birds with your eyes.
The birds can turn into kites if you like.
Hold the kite strings in your hands.
This can be done with stars instead of birds.
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"The War of the Sexes" by Zoe Pipa

Getting Better with Age
By Isabelle D’Arcy
I remember my first time
looking up through the bottom of a wine glass,
the feeling of desire that came from wanting to be that burgundy liquid
pressed against its thin glass case.
There was this beautiful language around it —
words that adults used to describe
with such passion the need
to appreciate the the different bodies
and textures
and notes.
The need to fully know the wine before they drank it.
To know the rain that fell on the grapes that summer.
Or the way the berries were boiled
to give it that jammy taste.
Or the wooden crates
it slept in for the last five years.
All of the things that make the pressing of their
lips to the fragile rim
and the slow sip
that much more electric.
Before it gave them the luxury
of heating their veins.
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When I got to high school,
the words I heard were not as beautiful.
Instead it was teenagers screaming that they wanted to be
blackout drunk.
That they wanted to
guzzle,
chug,
neck.
Because who cares?
There’s only one reason to drink.
And it’s not to be closer to a complex substance.
It’s to consume.
And people have their preferences.
It’s stronger.
It’s cheaper.
It gets me there quicker.
But there’s no appreciation.
No love.
Lavender room spray
that stuck all summer.
Bullies
that made blood boil,
and a wooden bunk bed
slept in for much longer than five years.
28

Whenever I pressed my lips to your glass
I thought you understood
that every drop of burgundy in my veins
wanted to press against you,
to stay hidden with you in a dark cellar
where no one would remember to find us,
where we could stay corked
from the rest of the word —
never consumed.
Don't get me wrong.
I wouldn’t have minded being opened;
I just wasn’t ready to be drunk.
I needed to spend some time breathing.
But you wanted a red Solo Cup fantasy,
and I couldn’t keep up
with the refills.
One day I'm going to find someone
who appreciates more
than dripping legs. Someone who is
prepared to wait
and watch me get better with age —
rather than ripping off caps
of the boxed Quickie Shop whites
that couldn’t even help you get over me.
29

The Great Divide
By Isabel Mudannayake
Adorning the walls is framed artwork alongside
ribbons and medals from past achievements,
while photobooth candids from middle school parties
remain hung on a pinboard.
Stuffed animals line the foot of the bed, each with its own name, its own story:
remnants of a rapidly disappearing childhood.
A bookshelf is stacked high with every type of book:
a strange mixture of childhood tales and Tolstoy, trying so hard to integrate
two puzzle pieces so close to fitting,
yet one corner simply won’t go with the other.
Mature, immature —
they’re labels tossed around
like the crumpled papers in the wastebasket,
sleeping demons from past frustrations.
Who lives here?
One might wonder:
A girl?
A woman?
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There’s too much nostalgia to simply discard,
yet too much embarrassment to keep ahold of.
It’s not just a bedroom but the divide,
the rickety bridge,
between childhood and adulthood
that we call youth.

She’s struggling to find her place
in the bustling world below the small
balcony
that waits just outside a curtained window.

"Portrait of Mercer" by Jane Kaiser
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A Hazy Sway
By Lila Kempler
The warm pressure of the sun at its brightest hour pushes against my skin in a soothing manner. Strands
of my copper hair wave in front of me, the light enhancing the separation between each hair. The tangled
walls of the chair cradle me in a tucked position, knees close to my pounding chest. The creamy white
cushion at the bottom of the chair folds around my shoulders, stretches all the way down, and folds again
around my toes. With every movement, the cushion crinkles with a satisfying muffled sound of air moving
within the pillow. The chair slowly sways, back and forth, in a constant hazy motion. When I was young, I
would walk briskly past a mannequin sitting comfortably in a chair like this, framed in the center of a
luxurious Trina Turk display. The lavish decor drew me in, as I was an imaginative child, wanting nothing
more than that glamorous chair. A mixture of brightness and relaxation lulls me into a trance-like state,
my eyelids falling gently, my mind wandering. I am unsure of what I feel. I feel a heaviness push down on
the crown of my head, keeping me from lifting up. Something unknown keeps the corners of my mouth
from folding upward and revealing my teeth. I begin to shift uncomfortably, scrambling around the fabric
beneath me as I rearrange. The heat of the sun squeezes my legs, arms, and face. The scooped walls of my
chair now compress me. My responsibilities swirl around in my head, looking for a place to settle down.
Then, I am reminded of my place. The creamy white cushion folds around me, the sun exudes soothing
pressure, and the chair continues to sway, like the one in the captivating window display.
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"A Hazy Sway" by Lila Kempler
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"My Father's Slippery Slope" by Gia Donovan
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The Water Glass
By Ava Knapp
It probably traveled a long journey
From a factory, in France
Where it was carefully placed around a mold
And made to hold its shape with the help of a torch
Where an artisan checked it to make sure it was durable
And could withstand the grubby hands of schoolchildren
And the occasional bump from sidewalk cafés
And particularly
The residents of a New York City household
Where the glass was filled with milk and juice and water
Which was happily slurped and sloshed by the children who lived there
Until they grew
And it was then placed absentmindedly on a shelf to sit
Now fallen out of favor
For its utilitarian
Ordinariness
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A Girl’s Guitar
By Madison Wright
In the black and white shapes fill the five corners of the room.
Immediately the eyes are drawn to the guitar.
And though silent in the room, one can still hear
a sound.
The notes that echo off the corners of the small room.
The music that accompanied
The voice
Of a song, of thoughts in an empty room.
Tears that never stained
On the polished lacquer
Show that it was a gift on a white Christmas day.
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The hollow interior
Could not hold in the laughter
That was in the black and white, shapely room.
Steel strings show images of
Blistered fingers
As they pressed the chords
To somber homemade tunes
That she hoped
Would not sound naïve
To the older self.
Gentle sea-foam green,
Smooth curves, that replicate the mountains she dreams of climbing one day
But a contrasting volume to the silence of the geographical room
Willing a smile to come, or forgotten memories.
But nothing can home the heart of gold that is music.
Only good intentions, a therapy.
With age
Does not necessarily
Come wisdom.

"A Girl's Guitar" by Madison Wright
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"Mirrored 2" by Fatima Ptacek
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To the Grandfather I Never Met
By Zoe Nelms
Let me preface this by saying this isn’t a eulogy, despite how eulogy-esque it may sound. I’ll save that for
the actual funeral, in which I’ll be standing in the muggy Florida heat with sweaty palms, holding a
crumpled piece of paper containing a saccharine sentiment that’ll tide over my grandmother so she stops
crying. After a stifling hour long car ride back to the house, we’ll sit by the pool with cocktails in hand
(alcohol-free for me, obviously, to your chagrin) and then later I’ll get on a plane back to LaGuardia where a
French tourist will kick my seat for the entirety of the trip.
It’s hardly as depressing as it sounds.
The sight of you lying in bed, CNN on the antiquated television blaring as you shakily sipped a tumbler of
scotch, was not a new sight for anyone, especially not me. It was what I had seen for my entire life. Of
course, there were some moments where you would venture to the dinner table for a rousing discussion
with my mother about your experience of the Great Depression, but those were a rarity.
I had expected the same image of you when I came to visit with my parents last month. They had told me
about the state of your situation, that you were very sick. I wasn’t surprised-alcoholism and old age don’t
pair very well. I knew that, you knew that, the entire miniscule population of Duck Key, Florida knew that.
I entered your bedroom accompanied by my mother and father. My grandmother stood next to you,
adjusting you, making you comfortable. There was no tumbler of scotch in your hand-instead, your limbs
were slack, face tilted up to the ceiling. And you looked worse than the last time I saw you, with a
constellation of liver spots and scabbed patches of skin across your body, tufts of gray hair sporadically
crowning your forehead.
“Hi, Gramps,” I said and went to sit next to you on the bed. My grandmother stood next to me, cracking
her knuckles uneasily. There was no response from you, of course, and I immediately hated myself for
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thinking that there would even be one. If anyone would pull you out for your hazy, almost-coma it would
be someone you genuinely cared about. Not a step-grandchild whose major interactions with you could be
counted on a single hand.
I felt entirely desperate as I sat next to you, searching for something, anything to flicker in your eyes. There
was nothing.
I felt something I couldn’t identify at the time-something hot and burning and twisty, like flames licking
the inside of my stomach. I passed it off as sadness or guilt, although I knew that it was neither of those. I
didn’t feel like classifying my emotions at the time. I don’t think anyone would.
Grandmother apologized for your silence and went to get you some soup, the only things you could eat. I
went downstairs and swam laps in the pool until my eyes burned from the chlorine.
I would later realize that it wasn’t sadness or guilt that was ripping through my gut. It was anger. I was
angry. I was angry that you even looked like this, lying in bed like a sentient skeleton. I was angry because I
knew that it was partly old age but I knew that partly you had done this to yourself.
We had never been close, especially in the recent years. This wasn’t a problem with me-I found your
rambling tangents on your life as a child in the 1940s banal, and your constant criticism of current
technology ignorant. Admittedly, I could have made the effort. I could have. I could have listened to your
boring monologues and meandering social commentary. I could have done a lot of stuff, and I know, that
is my fault. That is my problem. Then there is the matter of your problem.
I get it. You’re old, it’s harder for you to socialize, make connections with younger people. I was a mature,
precocious kid, I quickly understood why you didn’t want to play games with me in the pool or watch me
robotically recite all the words to my favorite musicals. I get it.
And I knew about your issues, so that’s not why I was mad. I found a diary entry of mine the other day.
Amongst my pre-pubescent ramblings about school lunch and kickball, there was an entry about how
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I got that even as a child. I got you had some serious shit.
But things could have been better, and you know that, which makes me so mad. If you wanted to you
could have tried for me, for all of us, to build a friendship or even a tentative acquaintanceship. So it
frustrates me is that you didn’t try. You didn’t even try trying.
For a while I didn’t understand why when I looked down at you and saw you, in that moment, raw and red
and peeling, I wanted to scream.
I realize now that I am angry because I never truly met you and because you never truly met me. And I am
angry because the only time I ever said “I love you” and meant it was when you were on your deathbed.
Like I said before-this isn’t a eulogy. It very well should be.
Sincerely,
Your Step-Granddaughter
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Dear My Lover
By Alma von Graffenried
Dear My Lover:
I don’t want to be lost,
just never found.
I’ve entered a dream from which there is no escape.
He doesn’t believe time can exist.
I want us to live together in the absolution of denial
until they put us on trial
for grand treason,
the rejection of truth,
a crime of science, not religion,
gone at 27, a testament to youth;
so that on death row
a single apple
will be my last meal;
so that Eve will know I am her daughter
and God will see I am not his son,
and that death as a sinner
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Untitled
By Gia Donovan
she told me she loved me at 1 am,
under scaffolding on frederick douglass avenue
where we hid from the rain
i took a drag from her newport,
because i preferred the coughing to talking,
and i told her these are bad for your asthma, y’know
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"Subtle Arrangements" by Joyce Ma
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Consumed by Myths
By Anonymous
Who told you I ate
The forbidden fruit?
It was a pill to seep color
Into my view of reality.
You say you don’t have flaws
As they dribble down your chin,
Who was I to ever let you in?
You say I have Iris in my eyes,
But I feel like Atlas.
I looked into your thousands of pupils
Seeking love,
But all I found was its dark twin
Devouring mine.
Throwing away the pomegranate rind,
Letting the influences fall away.
Voyaging blindly
Through the maze.
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Ode to the Starburst Scar
By Isabelle D’Arcy
Oh to the base of my throat,
to the thin scraggly wriggles
that etch-a-sketched their way
into my tissue
by doctors I now can't look at
without feeling a burning in my trachea.
Oh to the little girl
who thought these star spots were normal,
that everyone's throat held its own little graffiti mark
and when questioned about hers,
believed there was nothing to be seen.
Oh to the teacher who called it the starburst scar.
To the tears that came from my eyes,
with the joy from hearing words other than
Wound
Battle
Blemish
Oh to the boy
who kissed these wounds,
whose lips not only pressed to the starburst scar
but to its sister stars on either side,
and the hidden nebulas that mark my breasts,
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and whose fingers ran over
the crescent moons
at the base of my spine.
Oh to the parts of you that are unique,
that your story has etched into your skin.
May you never try to scrub them away
until your body is red
and raw
and scarring.
But instead love yourself,
and every perfect imperfection
that proves you're of a different cloth.
Oh to the starburst scar.
No longer my mark of Cain,
no longer my prince Zuko mark of shame,
but my Harry Potter lightning scar
that doesn't need duct tape on the side of my glasses
to prove that I am strong.
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Cards
By Clare Maleeny
Her shoe rubs against the creased edge of a card, windblown onto the sidewalk. It’s blank, plastic-like
material, smudged with dirt. With a confused glare and a delicate grip, she reaches for the tip of the card.
The sidewalk spins, jolts, twists. She’s thrown into a glass jar of pocketed memories — crashing against the
edges as the jar is shaken. Memories, like a milk carton, pour into the abyss of her mind. A blurb of each
flashes across her vision.
He was hung by the cards up his sleeve. The ace of spades was the noose—the seven of hearts
tied the knot.
She pushed postcards under picket fences trying to convince herself she knew the world when
no, she didn’t know if anyone ever could.
She rips through the french flaps of covers and covers of memories as she spins through the glass jar —
fogging up the surface with sweaty breaths.
He and his sister played Liverpool rummy every Thursday afternoon, attempting to ignore the
blustering screams of their parents.
As an old woman she kept every thank you and birthday card her granddaughter sent her on a
shrine-like shelf, longing for a phone call.
The blurbs suddenly appear as thousands of cards in front of her face. The cards slash at her skin and
across her temples. She reaches to touch the base of her eyelids and feel their warm, rapid pulse as she
tries to think, think, thought —.
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She keeps business cards in photo albums because that’s how her dad did it before cancer.
The girl stares at her own card. She looks at its scraggly handwriting, at its truth. At how the letters’ ink
began to fade as she got further and further through the sentence. Somehow she recalls the pen she used
when she wrote this card. She remembers how it was running out of ink, how it wouldn’t last another day.
She presses balled-up fists into the sides of her head trying to remember when she wrote this card and
what is going on. She tries to force the explanation out of her skull. Crinkled, plastic-wrap tears fog her
vision and leave tracks on her cheeks. She releases her head.
The swirling rush of cards and the cacophony of memories cease. Slowly, she drifts to the bottom of the
glass jar. The cards, the wraiths of the memories, sit still at the bottom of the container. Still drifting down,
she glances around at the thousands of scattered cards. The cards are somehow changed now. Someone has
written new phrases on their backs—comforting phrases. It will be okay’s and you are loved’s replace the
sorrowful memories swirling around previously. She scans the room for her card. “He loves your business
card album” is written neatly on the back of her card. The handwriting contrasts with her own in a
comforting sort of way. She stares at the response and her mind clicks with a realization. “He loves” is
written, not “He loved”. This little spark of joy floods through her limbs. This hopeful note that tells her
somewhere her dad is watching. She finally descends, her feet gracing the bottom of the jar. At her touch, a
hairline fracture swims across the glass floor and shatters the jar.
She’s back on the sidewalk. Blank card in hand as she began. She looks down at the dirt-smudged surface
once more. For a long while she just stares—a smile working its way across her lips. Energy courses through
her legs and she runs down the sidewalk passing house after house after house. She stops at a roughly
painted mailbox. She puts her delicate fingers on the handle and creaks it open before sliding in the card—
sending it off to someone new.
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"Kaleidoscope" by Elizabeth Acevedo
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Instructions to Prevent Drowning
By Alma von Graffenried
Infuse every object with meaning
and every person with nonchalance
till one is grounded just to the earth
till temporary things have no power
and therefore feel completely weak in yourself
as you have no permeance either
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Deck
By Avalon Scarola
The cards followed me.
Persistent, like soldiers,
though not often noticed. When finally
fingers brushed them in the bottom of an abyss,
searching for something else,
they prayed for use. They never
were the forward type, shy, unobtrusive, patient.
Through the owl’s eyes,
they watched two blonde boys leave.
The two of spades bought a plane ticket the same day.
We did not speak
often, but when early
conversations were struck,
war usually followed.
Casualties were counted.
Suddenly,
the number went up: two instead of one.
Never expected, not welcomed,
but accepted
as an end to a wheelchair’s suffering.
I left him with a kiss
and the five of my heart in his breast pocket.
The flood waters
washed them away for some time.
Though when the football stadium had emptied,
and the sky dried its eyes,
the sixs returned. Yet,
this time they were not alone.
A boy and girl
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had ridden the flood waters straight
into my life.
The cards do not all follow me any longer,
but nevertheless, I will not forget the ones
in the hard to reach
crevice of a new abyss.
They wait to join in ranks again,
and form a royal flush of the past.
My friends refuse to understand the truth:
broken cards are hardly used again.

"Great Moments" by Jean Li Spencer
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Letter To Alice
By Kavin Chada
Alice, you once prided yourself
on the fact that your hair was not black
like mine,
but blonde
like day.
I once mistook you for a forest creature,
from a wild look
I saw in the dark.
I thought you were a dream,
not truth,
for you roamed so far.
One night, in dark,
I looked through a telescope to light
the bright of my bedroom lamp, and telephone.
And, across two eyelids your eyes explored,
beyond the structure I deplored,
but not that which I adored.
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Your effort was too facile,
On a walk in the park you found a rose,
And on it your name
Alice.

My Dress
By Fiona Jasper
Even at her suggestion, I immediately fell into a fit.
Blotches of red took over my cheeks,
Accompanied by tears welling in my eyes.
Piercing whines leaked into my voice as I refused and begged.
Not now, not ever was I ready to give up the dress.
And it wasn’t just any dress, it was my dress.
Even though it was a lot tighter and shorter now,
Our time was long from being done.
My growth didn’t change the way the skirt swayed in gusts of wind.
My size didn’t change the way its haltered straps were shaped,
Like someone’s arms wrapped around my neck in a gentle hug.
My age didn’t change the way the pink and white stripes popped in photos,
Or the way the yellow sun on the bodice shone just as bright as the real one.
And even my toughest skin didn’t change the feeling of the soft cotton,
Without whose touch, I felt without my real skin.
Ever since it was gifted to me at the age of three,
It was my favorite and only outfit.
Trying to go without it was often a difficult and failed task.
Even during times it was being washed,
On a stool I would sit, waiting, just astride the laundry room.
Any time that involved me taking it off, ended in a fit.
And even after the three years of continuous and unwavering wear,
I still was not ready to say goodbye.
But even so, I didn’t get my way,
It was shipped off to my cousin by the end of the day.
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Childhood Forgotten
By Anya Getzfeld
After Ted Kooser’s “Abandoned Farmhouse”
Blue and white striped sheets say she’s an unconventional girl.
The stuffed pig atop the bed says she’s a little kid at heart;
while colorless clothes in the closet scream with desperation.
Hair products lament
her attempts to tame the curls.
Stacks of family pictures concealed in dust
are shoved away,
hiding secrets of her life,
never to be uncovered.
A stack of bracelets says who she used to be,
not who she has become.
Taped to her wall is a collage of pictures.
She is personal but doesn’t hesitate to try activities.
She doesn’t want to lose her childhood,
says a damaged, cracked coloring book,
nudged into the shelf.
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She used to have time,
before she grew up
say the bottles of nail polish and tools coated with dust;
the tights and leotard tucked away nervously say
she's a dancer,
but scared of the stage.
A whiteboard at the back of her room says “don’t be afraid,”
but she can’t seem to speak up

Self-doubt and fear circle around her in an endless cycle,
afraid of what will be said or done.
Piles of makeup and brushes thrown on the counter say
she hides her flaws out of fear,
she can’t be herself.
She can’t find the courage to speak,
afraid of what could happen if she revealed
who she really is.

"Still Life with Cat" by Elizabeth Acevedo
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"Dream Series" by Junho Kim
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Letter to the Letters I Numbered
By Isabelle D'Arcy
Letter one was written to replace
the failed plan of postcards.
Two of whose wax seals had set off the smoke alarm
and the other five of which were barely legible
as I tried to cram in every unnecessary detail of each waking day.
Letter three arrived before letter two,
making me so angry that I couldn't talk to you
about the very funny story from French class;
and leaving you angry, because you hate odd numbers,
your OCD was twitching until —
letter two arrived —
only I spoiled the whole thing
last week on the phone.
But you kept the letter just the same.
Letter four was written on a sick day,
with the bottom fourth of the first page
coated in a colored pencil solar system of my own design.
But if it wasn't for the cold,
I would have filled up pages with a whole universe
we could have escaped to.
Letter eight did not have much to say
since I was too eager to seal it
and write your favorite number
under lip line of the glue seal.
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Letter twenty I wrote
in coded phrases like you taught me
at camp our first summer together.
Marking the top of the page
with the personalized key
of phrases only relevant to me and you.
Dsnnsl nqsgsw-hgs’m vies qrm River Styx.
Hol qrw ht mrwagy,
“A mqsrl, A’f nsddagy nxs nlonx. A yrps fw mhdsfg phq.”
An mssfse rjjlhjlarn ag dsnnslm hgdw thl om.
Letter twenty-five was when you probably wished
I would stop sending letters in code
since you hadn't yet cracked twenty-three.
And didn't until seven months after you left me.
Letter thirty-two I lost count.
Letter thirty-three might exist.
Letter thirty-nine is probably the last there was.
Letter forty is one I still want to write
asking that you’ll send all my letters back to me.
So I can tuck them in my memory box
And store them under the file:
What the hell were you thinking?
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"Disassembling Simon" by Marina Zoullas and Zoe Nelms
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Dear person who left their backpack
By Sophie Wazlowski
Dear person who left their backpack in the middle of the sidewalk,
What were you thinking? Do you not know the state that the world is in?
Do you not understand that if you leave a small, black, suspicious bag in
the middle of the sidewalk, it could creep some people out? Like me, for
instance. I’m walking along all happy and then BAM, I see this bag in the
middle of the sidewalk and I’m thinking that’s a little weird and it’s
election day which makes it more weird. I mean you just left it there. In
the middle of the sidewalk. Not a little to the left, or a little to the right,
that bag was smack-dab in the middle. So because of you, I have to walk
to the far right of the sidewalk and crouch down a little bit and be all
ninja-like in case it’s a bomb or something. And I will admit, I looked a
little crazy. And then a child comes running from up the street with her
parent, and she picks the bag up and pulls the straps around her
shoulders. A bomb? Of course it wasn’t. But why did the thought cross
my mind?
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The Knot
By Nina Cutler
Quiet pastels and deafening neons
woven delicately into an intricate pattern
jumped beyond the blackness of the room.
Its magentas and periwinkles
entwined with corals and crimson reds,
alluring anyone near.
Her fingers were sore,
but a smile bridged from
ear to ear, as
the colors soared,
far beyond the depths of
Harry Potter’s magical world.
But as the string began to tangle,
the corals and crimson reds
were lost within the knots of hickory and jade.
The weaving magentas and periwinkles
hurled across the floor as
dust and mold began to congregate,
veiling the soaring canaries and marigolds.
Her eyes stared into vacant space,
mouth ajar, fingers patting on the desk.
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Soot settled between the stitches,
musty and moldering.
The silent pastels and hushed neons
hastneed down the abyss.
Her mind was rushing,
enveloped in work,
lost in the locomotion of life.

"A Hike Through the Galaxy" by Sylvie Cohen
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"Alphabet Hair" by Clare
Maleeny

Smile
By Avalon Scarola
Dear smile,
I have taken it upon myself to inform you of the bad news,
because it seems that you have not caught on.
Our relationship was perfect until recently,
because now you have betrayed me in the worst of ways.
I cannot sugar coat it. There isn’t another way to say it:
I don’t want you here, smile.
Haven’t you seen how I cover my mouth
at the sight of you?
Haven’t you noticed me push away
your perfect curves and edges?
I hate that you make my face light up
that way. No one around me finds it appealing
how you create crinkles around my eyes.
Over the years you have been a great friend to me,
but I can no longer lie to you.
Every time you arrive I cannot control myself;
I cannot hold in my happiness or keep a straight face.
I usually pride myself on my serious nature, but at the moment,
your joyousness and warmth is ruining my reputation.
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You always seem to come at the worst times: either you are early,
late, or, worst of all, you are on time and no one is there to greet you.
No one thinks you’re funny, they only see beauty in you.
People can describe smiles as anything.
“As bright as the sun,” “As beautiful as the stars!”
What kind of a life is it to be described as anything?
When you are everything, are you still special?
If you are everything, aren’t you nothing as well?
My dear friend, I hope you don’t take this the wrong way,
but I cannot deal with the warm feeling that blooms in my chest
every time you come around,
or the way that people cannot look past you and into me,
to see me without the veil of joy that you cast,
for I am the emptiness hidden behind the sun, which is to say, that I’m lonely.
Sincerely,
A Girl Confused
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A Letter to the Friends I Miss
By Ava Laden
I think of you often, friends that I miss.
How terribly awful this did not end in bliss.
If I could, I would, run to you now,
Leave without warning or taking a bow,
One ocean away,
To go back all I can do is pray.
I hate waking up not seeing your faces,
All the things we did, all the adventures and places.
No replacement can fill the hole in my heart,
No one can fill, or take your part.
Maybe if I ask everyday,
I'll go back to the place where the sky’s always grey:
My home, the place that I love,
The place I am always dreaming of.
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An Ode to 8 Oz Poland Spring
Water Bottles
By Zachary Bilmen
You have done well to cool my lips
when they become too ebullient
so that others may not see my love of life
as competition for their own.
I wish you were there when she asked,
“what would you do if I punched you in the face”
so that the water I would pour down my throat
might quench what tears of betrayal a friend should never fuel.
I made use of the spring fastened inside you
to calm the blue wounds I made do to carry weekly.
I cradle your body as I go to take a sip
as I did my splatter paint legs those nights.
Fasted on my backpack, I keep you safe
so that when love hurts
I can peer down your plastic corridor
and bottle my treasured energy in there.
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"Colors Run" by Dylan Vaccaro
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Glasses
By Diana Reiss
They say ignorance is bliss, and perhaps that’s true;
because I seem to have been inclined to a lifestyle
in which I was walking through
a constant state of confused delirium.
This was because I didn’t wear glasses.
Maybe this illusioned state is easier on the eye
than the harsh gleam of truth, of the contrast and detail
and the exact wrinkles of faces and faces and faces.
All of which becomes clear once you feel soft edges of
glassy frames touch upon your nose.
Deep in my mind somewhere, I knew
that everything was just a little wrong —
The whiteboard from the back of the classroom
just looked a little off, the street sign only a few feet
away from me gradually became a blur,
and the faces and faces faces floating, in my eyes,
were indifferent from one another.
The concrete and cold landscape of the city was manipulated
into a softer landscape, a digestible view, much like a painting —
faint colors and what a poetically inclined person might
describe as a "picturesque" and brushed scenery,
both the silver and grey of the city and the pale blue sky,
shimmer and fading into one —
impossible to tell which one was which.
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This state of unconsciousness created a unique
detachment from the world;
the constructs and concrete lines everyone else could see
were abolished in my universe.
This was until I put on my glasses for the first time, and felt
the harsh and contrasted world trample upon me,
leaving me suffocated under the weight of the world.
All the galaxies surrounded me at once —
I was pulled out of my own universe and thrown
into the real one. Every street corner was crystal clear
down to the old piece of gum stomped upon for days on end,
the crack in the street sign,
the frown on various pedestrians faces —
every detail I wish I could forget —
but I couldn’t look away.
I no longer had the choice to live life as a blur;
instead, I was confronted with truth, and I couldn’t ignore it.
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"Portrait" by Hannah Ellis-Gibbs
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On the Shore
By Jean Li Spencer
Over a bottle of egg soda you watch me
pittering amongst the earth stones.
The gardenias, so crisp in their
appearance, are like
laundered baby sheets.
Against the shore, a toddler
throws a tantrum, and a woman
caresses him rhythmically, back and forth.
There is a bloody scent in the air,
and I have a terrible fear, mother.
Someone is gutting a fish out back. Someone
else is cutting the fish in half.
My face grows pale when I hear sullen voices
from behind the bamboo sleeve.
A pair of potters sculpt the hippy waists of two
vases, which look like tomatoes.
In the dusk, do you see the silent fingers
combing through sand, throwing up a
handful of frothing stars?
You’re too distracted by
a prancing silverfish.
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Dear Stars
By Ava Knapp
Dear Stars,
Did you see me?
Did you see me when I lay there,
hair strewn across the grass?
I was cradled in a nest of evergreens.
Did you watch as I tilted my jaw slightly upwards,
to gaze as you expanded
across the indigo sky?
My face glowed ghost-white by the light of the moon.
I was starved from the city,
from seeing only smoke, grime, filth,
from living only by a faint streak of blue sky
that you had faded into the back of my memory,
lingering just short of reality.
Did you see me that night?
For as I looked at the picture that had been painted above me,
time stopped for just a moment.
I saw not merely a talked-up
natural phenomenon
but the souls and the memories
of those that I love,
of those I have lost.
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"Deconstructed Candle" by Louisa O'Reilly-Hyland
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